Liminal Qualia at Rowan University Art Gallery, September 11, for 2020 Philadelphia Fringe Festival
Glassboro, NJ, Release: September 04, 2020. For Immediate Release
Liminal Qualia will be at Rowan University Art Gallery as part of Fringe Festival Philadelphia 2020. The
collaborative experiential light and sound project will express vibrations on September 11, 2020 at 8pm.
The performative art installation will be streamed live from the art gallery.
The 6 artist show of primarily analog experimental light and noise is brought to life by three large
industrial instruments produced of found-art, and 3 old-school projectors with liquid shapes, colors and
moiré. Liminal Qualia is a singular happening and occupies over 600 square feet of floor and fills the
space with organic light and sound.
The collaborative artists, Robert T. Whyte, Nathan Whyte, Zackary Rofrano, Matthew Glick, Alexander
Marshall and Juan M. Garces, bring together disruptive ideas of sound and light into one indeterminate
experience. Liminal Qualia is improvisational by nature and is always an un-scripted ephemeral event.
“The synthesis of disparate light and sound sensory stimuli is compiled in the viewer’s mind.” — Robert
Whyte
Rowan University College of Performing Arts, Music Industry Program, 2020 graduate, Nathan Whyte is
co-producer of Liminal Qualia for Fringe Arts 2020 Festival. Nathan has been involved with the project
since its inception in 2018.
The Rowan University Art Gallery is a premier destination for the presentation of interdisciplinary art
exhibitions, women’s gender studies and public programming. Gallery Director, Mary Salvante leads the
discourse of contemporary art in the community.
More information about the Liminal Qualia performance can be found at the Fringe Arts website,
https://fringearts.com/event/liminal-qualia-experiential-light-sound/ or on our events page
https://www.liminalqualia.com/events
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